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METHOD OF ADAPTIVE THREAD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a method of material rolling 
and in particular, to an improved method of adaptive 
thread wherein an observed deviation in per unit draft 
at an upstream rolling stand is compensated in the re 
maining stands without changing the relative per unit 
drafting pattern of the active downstream stands. Per 
unit draft of a given stand is the ratio of the input thick 
ness minus the output thickness divided by the input 
thickness. 

In the automated rolling of sheet material in a tan 

2 
It is also an object of this invention to provide a 

method of distributing observed per unit draft devia~ 
tions among subsequent mill stands wherein the possi 
bility of severe velocity transients is minimized by a 
more equal distribution of the per unit draft deviation 
among the active downstream stands of the mill. 
These and other objects of this invention generally 

are achieved during threading of sheet material 
through a plurality of tandem stands of a rolling mill by 
detecting a deviation in the output thickness of the 
sheet material from one of the stands relative to the 
predetermined value of thickness to be produced by 
the predetermined per unit draft of the stand. The per 
unit drafts of the active downstream stands then are ad 

dem rolling mill, the rolls of the mill stands initially are l5 justed by amounts proportional to the predetermined 
set at predetermined spans, or roll-openings, to incre 
mentally reduce the thickness of sheet material passing 
through the mill from a known incoming thickness to 
a desired output thickness. The roll openings for each 
stand initially are calculated in_ known fashion from 
variables, such as the hardness, temperature, thickness 
and width of the material being rolled and, since at 
least some of these variables cannot be, known with 
complete certainty prior to actual rolling of the mate 
rial, minor alterations often are required in the calcu 
lated mill set-up to accurately achieve the desired out 
put thickness from themill. Because the correctness of 
assumed variables generally becomes known when the 
forward end of the strip material passes through the 
?rst active mill stand (by observing whether the stand 
actually produces the desired thickness reduction in 
the material), any observed error can be corrected by 
alferation of the predetermined drafts previously as 
signed to the downstream stands of the mill. 
Observed deviations in output thickness at a stand 

heretofore have been corrected by distributing the cor 
responding per unit draft deviation among the subse-_ 
quent stands of the mill in an exponentially decreasing 
fashion with the next active downstream stand accept 
ing the greatest portion of the deviation correction. Al 
though the foregoing manner of distribution has func 
tioned successfully to produce the desired output thick 
ness in the rolled material, large correctional adjust 
ments applied to an adjacent downstream stand can 
tend to overload the stand should the stand be operat 
ing close to a constraining limit of the stand. An expo 
nentially decreasing distribution of per unit draft cor 
rection throughout the mill also disrupts the original 
drafting schedule which was theoretically determined 
to produce optimum rolling conditions for material vre 
ductions. Moreover, should the sheet material arrive at 
the roll bite of the adjacent active downstream stand 
prior to adjustment of that stand, large roll opening 
corrections applied to that downstream stand can cause 
signi?cant interstand velocity transients and result in 
poor threading of the mill. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is, therefore, an object of this invention to provide 
a new and improved method of distributing an ob 
served per unit draft deviation among mill stands 
wherein the original drafting pattern is not signi?cantly 
altered. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide a 
method of distributing an observed per unit draft devia 
tion among subsequentmill stands wherein the risk of 
exceeding stand limits is reduced. 
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values of the per unit drafts for the respective stands to 
compensate for the detected deviation in thickness 
without substantially altering the predetermined draft 
ing pattern for the downstream stands. Typically, the 
output thickness is determined by measuring the roll 
force as each active stand is threaded, and using the 
known relationship between roll .force and thickness . 
reduction in a stand, i.e., the thickness of incoming 
strip is reduced in a rolling stand In accordance with 
the gage meter equation: ' 

HI -— HO= HI * (50+ F/M) 

wherein: » 

HI is the strip thickness at the input of the stand, 
H0 is the strip thickness at the output of the stand, 

5,, is the unloaded opening between stand rolls, 
F is the roll force, and 
M is an empirically determined spring constant for 

the stand. The thickness thus determined is compared 
with the thickness expected from the predetermined 
per unit draft for the stand to arrive at the detected de 
viation in output thickness. The conversion from mea 
sured roll force to output thickness, the comparision of 
this to the expected thickness, and the percentage 
change required in the per unit drafts of the active 
downstream stands to compensate for the detected de 
viation in output thickness are electrically calculated in 
a computer. Preferably, the percentage change is deter 
mined implicitly using coarse and vernier iterative 
loops and the per unit drafts of the active downstream 
stands are calculated beginning with the delivery stand 
and working forward to the closure stand, the next ac 
tive stand immediately downstream from the stand 
whereat the thickness measurement was taken. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Although this invention is described with particular 
ity in the appended claims, a more complete under-’ 
standing of the invention may be obtained from the fol 
lowing detailed description of a speci?c embodiment of 
the invention when taken in conjunction with the’ fol 
lowing drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is an elevational view of a rolling mill being 

threaded in accordance with this invention, and 
FIGS. 2a through 2d collectively form a ?ow chart 

illustrating a preferred method of obtaining the desired 
percentage correction in the per unit draft of the active 
downstream stands of the mill. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
A rolling mill 10 in accordance with this invention 
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illustrated in FIG. 1 and generally comprises a plurality 
of rolling stands RSI-RS5 for incrementally reducing 
the thickness of strip S from an incoming thickness HI 
to a desired ?nal thickness. Except for the supervisory 
manner of controlling screws SC l-SC5 regulating the 
openings between confronting work rolls WR of the 
stands during threading, the mill is conventional in de 
sign with the roll openings being regulated by rotation 
of screws SCl-SCS driven by screwdrivers SDll-SDS 
under the control of computer C. The lower work rolls 
WR of the rolling mill are each driven by an individual 
drive motor DMl-DMS to advance thestrip through 
the mill while the exit thickness of strip from rolling 
stand RSl is determined as described below. Load cells 
LCl-LCS also are provided below each stand to mea~ 
sure the roll force applied to the strip by the confront 
ing rolls of the stand. Because of the known relation 
ship between roll force and the thickness reduction in 
a stand, i.e., the previously referenced gage meter 
equation: HI ~ HO = HI — (8,, + F/M), it will be appre 
ciated that the thickness of the strip from each rolling 
stand also can be determined from the measured roll 
force at that stand. In known fashion, the position of 
screws SC l—SC5 are detected by screw position indica 
tors SPl ~SP5 to supply a screw position signal to com 
puter C and power to drive motors DMl-DMS is mea 
sured by suitable metering devices Ml-MS to provide 
computer C with signals indicative of power distribu 
tion through the mill. 
Computer C typically may be a conventional process 

control digital computer having one or two central pro 
cessing units with a core memory of about 400,000 bits 
and a working drum memory for an additional 1 to 3 
million bits of information. The computer ‘normally 
also includes a card reader CR to input information rel 
ative to the order being processed, e.g., the metallurgi 
cal composition of the sheet, the desired output thick 
ness, etc., while process information supplied to, or cal 
culated by, the computer may be visually recorded by 
a typewriter or line printer LP. Computers having these 
characteristics are commercially available and can be 
obtained from General Electric Company under the 
trademark GE-PAC 4010 and GE-PAC 4020. 
Process control information for computer C also typ 

ically would include the temperature of the strip being 
rolled (as measured by parameter P disposed at a suit 
able location along the length ofthe rolling mill) as well 
as the hardness, width and incoming thickness of the 
strip measured or calculated in conventional fashion, 
e.g., incoming thickness of strip S may be measured by 
a vertically traversable light source (not shown) and 
associated detector (not shown) while hardness and 
width typically would be input into computer C 
through punched cards containing such information. 
At the initiation of rolling, a drafting pattern is deter 

mined for the mill andthe screw positions are calcu 
lated from the desired output thickness and known 
spring of the rolling stands using such input information 
as the hardness, temperature and width of the strip 
being rolled and empirically (or mathematically) deter 
mined curves of force or power per unit width as a 
function of the workpiece deformation. Determination 
of a rolling schedule for a strip is well known in the art 
(e.g., being disclosed in Beadle et al. US. Pat. No. Re. 
26,996) and does not form a portion of the present in 
vention. 
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4 
As strip S passes through the ?rst rolling stand of the 

mill (stand RS1), the thickness of the strip is reduced 
by the roll force applied to the strip by the confronting 
work rolls WR of the stand. The roll force is then mea 
sured and fed to computer C to determine. as previ‘ 
ously described, the actual output thickness of the strip 
from stand RS1. Computer C compares the thickness 
thus determined with the thickness predicted from the 
stand for the previously determined rolling schedule. 
Should there be an arror in an assumed variable, e. g.. 

in the hardness or temperature of strip S, an unex 
pected deviation dP, occurs between the per unit draft 
actually taken in the ?rst rolling stand for this pass thru 
adaptive thread and the per unit draft calculated for the 
stand for. the given roll opening. This deviation will 
propagate through the mill causing changes dPz, dP,-, . 
. . dP,, in the per unit drafts P2, P3 . . . P" of the succeed 
ing active mill stands resulting in a total thickness error 
E expressed mathematically by the formula: 

i I) 
wherein: Y _ 

P1, P2 . . P" are the predetermined per unit drafts to 
be taken at stands RS1, RS2 . . R5,, of the rolling mill; 

dPl is the deviation between the draft actually taken 
at stand RS, and the draft assigned to the rolling stand 
by computer C for the chosen rolling schedule; 

(1P2 . . dP,, are changes in draft propagated through 
the mill by the observed draft deviation dP,; ‘ 
HO,, is the strip thickness at the output of the last mill 

stand; and, , ’ 

HI is the strip thickness at the input of the stand being 
measured, i.e., stand RS1 in FIG. 1. Because strip S has 
not reached the successive rolling stands, i.e., 
RS2-RS5, the per unit drafts of these stands may be al 
tered by computer C to correct for the observed devia 
tion in draft at the ?rst stand and reduce the error E to 
zero. 

In accordance with this invention, the change in per 
unit draft at each downstream stand is chosen at an 
amount directly proportional to the predetermined per 
unit draft for the stand, i.e., the draft determined for 
the stand by computer C at the beginning of the rolling 
operation. Thus, the ratio of the change in per unit 
draft dP,, at any one stand R5,, to the predetermined 
draft for the stand P,, is constant and expressable by the 
equation 

(dp2/p2) : = = - - - : (dPn/Pn) 

(2) 
To compensate for the measured draft deviation, the 
per unit draft alterations at the downstream stands also 
should be opposite to the measured draft deviation at 
the ?rst stand or, expressed mathematically, in absolute 
terms ' 

Substitution of relationships 2 and 3 into equation 1, 
setting the error equal to zero and expressing dPa 
through dP,, in terms of dP-Z then results in the following 
mathematical relationship 
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(4) 
Once dPz has been determined from equation (4), the 
values of dPa, dP4. . alP,l can be obtained from the 
known relationship between the change in draft at the 
stand and the original draft of the stand as expressed by 
equation (2). 
Although equation (4) can be solved explicitly for 

dP2, the stand coefficients generated in the explicit so 
lution of the equation are complex combinations of the 
stand per unit drafts requiring simplifying assumptions 
for utilization in computer C. Solution of equation (4) 

_ without simplifying assumptions, however, can be ac 
complished utilizing an iterative technique such as is 
shown in the flow chart of HO. 2. Computer C initially 
will calculate the deviation (entry E1 as shown in'FlG. 
2) in stand per unit draft by determining the difference 
between the expected draft at stand RS1 and that an 
rived at through use of the known relationship between 
output thickness, measured roll force, and the empiri 
cally determined spring constant for the stand. lf, sub 
sequent to this initial calculation, a speed limit is en 
countered for a downstream stand (an abnormal occur 
rence ), these calculations will be repeated starting with 
the stand encountering the speed limit and continuing 
on to the delivery stand (entry E2 as shown in FIG. 2). 
In such a case, the deviation in stand per unit draft is 
taken as the difference between the expected draft and 
that value resulting from the speed limiting condition. 
After the deviation in stand per unit draft has been de 
termined. an active stand number array is established 
beginning with the entry stand number as the ?rst ac 
ti,ve stand ACTSTD-H). The next active stand number 
then becomes ACTSTD+1, etc. and terminates with 
the delivery stand number in the last active stand posi 
tion of the ACTSTD array. Any of the remaining array 
elements then are ?lled with zeros. An example of an 
active stand array for three normal passes through ?n 
ish adaptive thread for a mill wherein the second, sev 
enth and eighth stands are dummied is shown in the fol 
lowing table: - 1 

FAT Pass Number 

I 2 3 

Active Stand Counter ACTCNT 

5 4 3 

Active Stand Number Array ACTSTD 
Stand In 
No. Use Element Stand Element Stand Element Stand 

1 Yes 0 l 0 3 - 0 4 
2 No l 3 l 4 l 5 
3 Yes 2 4 2 5 2 6 
4 Yes 3 5 3 6 3 0 
5 Yes 4 6 4 0 4 0 
6 Yes 5 ' 0 5 0 5 0 
7 No 6 0 6 0 6 0 
8 No 7 . 0 7 0 7 0 

Delivery Stand Number N 

6 6 6 

' 3,813,908 
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6 
After the active stand number array and active stand 

counter have been initialized, computer C calculates 
the zero error thickness transfer ratio 'lTR from the 
stand being threaded to the delivery stand using the 
equation 

'ITR = (HOUTl(N )/HOUTl(l-l ) 

wherein: 
HOUTl(N) is the‘ delivery strip thickness from the 

mill (i.e., from RS5 of FIG. 1); and, 
l-lOUTl(l-1 ) is the input thickness to the stand being 

threaded (i.e., RS1 of FIG. 1). Thus, for a thread throu 
gh stand RS1, HOUTl(l-l) would be the thickness of 
the strip on the holding table prior to entry into stand 
RS1 of the ?nishing mill. The upper limit of the coarse 
loop index then is initialized along with the exit indices 
of both the coarse and vernier loops. Typically, a 
coarse loop index upper limit of ?ve may be used to 
gether with a vernier loop index upper limit of 10. 
When the “DO” loop subsequently is indexed, a trial 
error correcting term DPUDFl( 2) for next active - 
downstream stand is calculated from the formula 
DPUDFl(2) = —0.2 ' FLOAT(J) ' DPUDFK 1) 

wherein: 
DPUDFl( 2) is an error correcting term chosen to 

give closure within ?ve attempts using multiplication 
factors (i.e., —0.2 ' FLOAT(J)) increasing in 0.2 incre 
ments; and, MM 

_ DPUDFl(l) is the observed difference betweenthe V, 
_ expected and measured draft at stand RS1. Thus, —0.2 ' 
H FLOAT(J) is chosen as a value such that crossover 
would be achieved in equation (4) within the ?ve trials 
designated for the coarse loop using multipliers of 0.2, 
0.4, . . . 1.0 for the product of —0.2 - FLOATU). A 

starting calculation for the thickness transfer ratio 
TTRE (including the trial error correcting term) then 
is made from the measured stand to the delivery stand 
using the equation 

TTRE = [l-(POUTl(1) + DPUDFI( l ))] ' 
[l—(POUTl(2) + DPUDFl(2))l 

wherein: _ 

POUTl(l) is the expected per unit draft for active 
stand 1 (RS1) for this pass through finish adaptive 
thread; 
DPUDFl( l) is the observed difference between the 

expected and measured per unit draft of the ?rst active 
stand for this pass through adaptive thread (RS1); 
POUTl(2) is the expected per unit draft for active 

stand 2 (RS2) for this pass through ?nish adaptive 
thread; and, - 
DPUDFl(2) is the trial error correcting term. The 

' terms of the thickness transfer ratio formula therefore 
correspond to the ?rst two terms of equation (4). The 
“D0”loop then is indexed and vthe calculation of the 
thickness transfer ratio (including the trial error cor 
recting term) is continued for each of the subsequent 
active downstream stands utilizing the formula 

TTRE= TTRE - [ 1 — [POUTI (K) i 

POUYTI (K) 
POUTI (2) 

The active stand counter then is initialized with the 65 wherein: 
number of active stands for this pass through ?nish 
adaptivqthrreadstertins Withtheentry. startd- _ . 

POUTKK) is the expected per unit draft of active 
Stand R500 for this Pass thrqushassmivs thread); - 

vDPUDFI (2)] ‘I 
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POUTl(2) is the expected per unit draft of the sec 
ond active stand for this pass through adaptive thread; 
and, 
DPUDFI(2) is the trial error correcting term. After 

the thickness transfer ratio calculations have been 
completed for each of the active downstream stands, 
the per unit draft deviation of the first active stand for 
this pass through adaptive thread is tested to determine 
whether the draft in the stand being threaded (RS1) 
was insufficient or excessive. i.e., whether the zero 
error thickness transfer ratio TfR is greater or less than 
the thickness transfer ratio (including the trial error 
correcting term) TTRE. The difference between the 
zero error thickness transfer ratio and the thickness 
transfer ratio (including the trial error correcting term) 
next is calculated and if zero error should occur (a situ 
ation where the trial error correcting term DPUDF1(2) 
produced an exact correspondence between the thick 
ness transfer ratio terms with and without error) com 
puter C would directly calculate the ratio of deviation 
to stand per unit draft DPR according to the formula 

DPR = [DPUDFl(2)/POUTl(2) ] 

wherein: , 

DPUDFl(2) is the trial error correcting term for the 
second active stand for this pass through adaptive 
thread; and, 
POUTl(2) is the expected per unit draft of the sec 

ond active stand for this pass through adaptive thread. 
Should the difference between the thickness transfer 
ratio and the zero error thickness transfer ratio (includ 
ing the trial error correcting term) be positive (i.e., a 
cross-over was not achieved utilizing the calculated 
trial error correcting term), the “DQ” logpdvgquld be’ 
incremented one position and the trial error correcting 
term would be calculated for the next higher coarse 
loop index, i.e., utilizing a multiplication factor of 0.4 
for the —O.2 - FLOATU) multiplier of the trial error 
correcting term. Calculation of the thickness transfer 
ratio then continues as previously described until cross 
over is achieved in the coarse loop (i.e., until the differ 
ence between the trial error correcting term and the 
thickness transfer ratio (including the trial error cor 
recting term) changes sign whereupon the upper limit 
of the vernier loop index is initialized and a determina 
tion is made of whether the cross-over occurred in the 
?rst trial increment. The trial error correcting term for 

. the vernier loop then is chosen and the program returns 
to the vernier iterative loop [assuming no speed limit 
had been encountered (i.e., an off normal (E2) reen 
try)]. Should a speed limit have been encountered, an 
E2 reentry would be made and the computer would im 
mediately calculate the ratio of deviation to stand per 
unit draft DPR in the manner previously explained. 
When the program returns to the vernier iterative 

loop, the vernier loop is implemented in the manner 
previously described relative to the coarse loop until 
cross-over is achieved whereupon the ratio of deviation 
to stand per unit draft DPR is determined utilizing the 
formula V g g 

V DPR‘ilUIZPlVJDFK2)/POUTl(2)l 

wherein: Y 

DPUDFl(2) is the vernier trial error correcting term 
‘ at cross-over; and, 

POUTl(2) is theexpected stand per unithdraftwfor the 
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8 
second active stand for this pass through adaptive 
thread. The “DO” loop next is initialized to the third 
active stand for this pass through adaptive thread and 
the changes in stand per unit draft DPUDFlU) are cal 
culated utilizing the formula DPUDFl(J) = DPR - 
POUTl(J ) wherein: 

and, . ' 

POUTl(J ) is the expected per unit draft of the Jth ac~ 
tivestand for this pass through adaptive thread. The 
new per unit draft PDl(.l ) for each stand then is calcu 
lated from the formula PDl(.l) = POUTl(J) + DPUD 
Fl(.l) wherein: 
POUTl(J) is the output draft from stand J; and, 
DPUDFKJ) is the previously calculated change in 

per unit draft for the respective stand. After stands 3 
through N of the pass have been accounted for, the de 
livery thickness is assigned as a constraint to be met by 
the last stand of the mill and new set-up thicknesses 
HDIU) for the remaining active stands are calculated 
working upstream from the last stand towards the ac 
tive stand adjacent the stand being threaded utilizing 
the formula 

wherein: 
HDl(.l-l-l) is the output thickness from the next ac 

tive stand immediately downstream from the stand 
being calculated; and, 

PDl(J+l ) is the new per unit draft for the next active 
stand immediately downstream. 

The decremental loop is indexed until the adjacent 
downstream stand, i.e., RS2 of FIG. 1, from the mea 
sured stand (i.e., RS1 of FIG. 1) is reached. At this 
time, the new per unit draft PDI(2) for the adjacen: 
downstream active stand is determined by the take-up 
necessary to produce closure according to the formula 

PDl(2) = 1.0 — [HDl(2)/HDl(l)] 

wherein: 
HDI(2) is the new set-up thickness for the second ac 

tive stand for this pass through adaptive thread; and, 
l-lDl( l) is the actual output thickness for the first ac 

tive stand for this pass through adaptive thread. 
it will be appreciated that the deviation between the 

change in per unit'draft in the closure stand immedi 
ately downstream from the threading stand and the re 
maining active downstream stands will vary dependent 
upon the resolution chosen for the iterative loops em 
ployed to determine the percentage change in per unit 
draft for the stands. For example, runs having resolu 
tions of'l in 100 and l in 50 in the iterative loops with 
identical mill set-ups produced the following changes in 
per unit drafts in the stands 

Resolution No. of Iterative dP;,. dPh . . . dP?Closure 
Loops dP,.(active Stand) 

downstream 
stands) 

1 in l()() 6 4.60% 4.54'71 
l in 50 4 4.80% 3.95% 

While closure is effected in the adjacent stand down 
stream from the threading stand, it will be appreciated 
that any stand of the mill can be utilized as the closure 

DPR is the ratio of deviation to stand per unit draft; ' 
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stand depending on which stands are active and which 
are ‘not. 

The percentage correction of per unit draft for the 
rolling mill stands in accordance with this invention 
may be calculated by various techniques, e.g., the ex 
plicit solution of equation (4) or various computer pro 
gram implementations of the flow chart of FIG. 2. One 
computer program written in FORTRAN for obtaining 
the desired per unit draft percentage correction reads 
as follows: . 

CALCULATE THICKNESS TRANSFER RATIO AS‘ 
SUMING NO ERROR 
TTR=HOUTl(N)/HOUTI(I—1 ) 

INITIALIZE CROSSOVER LOOP INDEX 
IV=5 

CALCULATE DPUDFI(2) REQUIRED TO CANCEL 
ERROR DUE TO DPUDFKI) AND TO ACHIEVE 
THE DESIRED LOAD REDISTRIBUTION PAT 
TERN 
120 D0 20 j=l, lV 
IF (IV-5) 25 25 

GO TO 35 
30 DPUDFI(2)=DPUDFI(2)—-O. l *FLOAT(.I)*(O.2* 
DPUDFI(I)) ' 

CALCULATE THICKNESS TRANSFER RATIO IN 
CLUDING ERROR AND ERROR-CORRECTING 
TERMS 

no 40 K=3,N 

40 CONTINUE 
T‘EST FOR ERROR POLARITY CROSSOVER 

IF (DPUDFKE )) 45, so, 50 , 
45 IF ("lTRE-Tl'R) 55, so, 20 
50 IF (TTR-TI‘RE) 5s, 60, 20 
20 CONTINUE ‘‘ 
TEST FOR VERNIER LOOP 
55 IF (IV-5) 103, I00, 60 
SAVE CROSSOVER LOOP EXIT INDEX AND INI 
TIALIZE FOR VERNIER LOOP I 
100 ICL=J - 

IV=IO 
IF(J—l) 105,105, 110 
CROSSOVER VALUE OF DPUDFI(2) IS BETWEEN 
ZERO AND —0.2*DPUDFI( 1) - 
105 DPUDFI(2)=0.0 ' 
GO TO 120 

110 DPUDFI(2)=O.2*FLOAT(J-l*DPUDFI(1) 
GO TO 120 

SAVE VERNIER LOOP EXIT INDEX AND CALCU 
LATE RATIO OF DEVIATION TO STAND PER 
UNIT DRAFT _ > 

60 IF (Iv-w) 12.5120, no 
130 IVL=J 
125 DPR=DPUDFI(2)/POUTI(2) , 
CALCULATE DPUDFIU) AND PDI(.I) FOR AC 
TIVE STANDS 3 THROUGH N FOR THIS PASS 

DPUDFIU )==DPR* POUTI(.I) 

65 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE NEW DESIRED THICKNESSES 

__HDI(N)=HOUTI(N) 

20 
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IF (.I—~l) 70, 70, 75 
CALCULATE NEW DESIRED DRAFT OF “TAKE 
UP” STAND (SECOND ACTIVE STAND FOR THIS 
PASS) 
70 PDI(2)=l.O—(HDI(2)/HDI(l)) 

While the invention has been described with respect to 
a specific flow chart and computer program, it will be 
appreciated that many modi?cations and'changes may 
be made in either the ?ow chart and/or program with; 
out departing from the spirit of this invention. For ex 
ample, it is possible to provide‘ a direct measurement of 
the strip thickness from a threaded stand by suitable m 
eans, such as an X-ray gage, and to use this measure 
ment to perform the calculations and subsequent stand 
adjustments as described hereinbefore. The appended 
claims therefore are intended to cover all modi?cations 
and variations of this invention. , 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 

Patent of the United States is: - 
l. A method of threading sheet material through a 

plurality of tandem stands of a rolling mill wherein the 
roll opening at each stand initially is set to produce a 
chosen per unit draft in the sheet material to obtain a 
cumulative thickness reduction in said material upon 
passage through said mill wherein said per unit draft of 
a stand is the difference between input and output 
thicknesses divided by the input thickness, said method 
comprising determining the thickness of said sheet ma 
terial at the exit side of a one rolling stand, calculating 
the difference between the determined thickness of the 
sheet material from the stand and the predetermined 

, 35 thickness to be produced by the chosen per unit draft 
of the stand and altering roll openings of the active 
stands downstream from said one stand by amounts 
proportional to the chosen per unit draft of the respec 
tive stands to correct for the difference between the de 
termined and calculated thicknesses of said sheet mate 
rial. > 

2. A method ‘of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stands according to claim I wherein 
the proportional amount of roll opening alteration is 
determined by an iterative calculation in a computer. 

3. A method of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stands according to claim 2 wherein 
said proportional amount of roll opening alteration is 
effected equally at all active stands downstream from 
the active stand immediately following the said one 
rolling stand from which said thickness difference was 
determined, said active stand immediately following 
said one rolling stand being adjusted by an amount re 
quired to completely compensate for the calculated dif 
ference in thickness. 

4. A method of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stands according to claim 3 wherein 
the alterations in per unit drafts required to compen 
sate for said difference are calculated in the computer 
using both coarse and vernier iterative loops. 

5. A method of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stands of a rolling mill wherein the 
roll opening and per unit draft values of each stand ini 
tially are chosen to obtain a desired cumulative thick 
ness reduction in the material as the material passes 

thmshths mi1l._wherein§21i<1 PE! urtitdlaftwqtastand 
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is the difference between input and output thicknesses 
divided by the input thickness, said method comprising 
determining the output thickness from at least one of 
said stands to detect deviations in the determined out 
put thickness relative to the predetermined output 
thickness to be produced from the stand by the chosen 

' per unit draft, calculating the percentage change in per 
unit draft required for adjustment of all active down 
stream stands to compensate for a detected thickness 
deviation and adjusting the roll openings of the active 
downstream stands by the percentage change in per 
unit draft required to obtain the desired cumulative 
thickness reduction in the material without substan 
tially altering the relative drafting pattern of the down 
stream stands. 

6. A method of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stands of a rolling mill wherein the 
roll opening at each stand initially is set to produce a 
chosen per unit draft in the sheet material to obtain a 
cumulative thickness reduction in said material upon 
passage through said mill wherein said per unit draft of 
a stand is the difference between input and output 
thicknesses divided by the input thickness, said method 
comprising measuring the roll force as each active 
stand is threaded and using the known relationship be 
tween roll force and thickness reduction in a stand to 
electrically calculate the difference between the mea 
sured thickness of sheet material from thestand, thus 
determined, and the predetermined thickness to be 
produced by the chosen per unit draft of the stand and 
altering roll openings of the active stands downstream 
from the stand by amounts proportional to the chosen 
per unit draft of the respective stands to correct for the 
difference between the measured and calculated thick 
nesses of said sheet material. 

7. A method of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stands according to claim 6 wherein 
the proportional amount of roll opening alteration is 
determined by an iterative calculation in a computer. 

8. A method of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stands according to claim 7 wherein 
said proportional amount of roll opening alteration is 
effected equally at all active stands downstream from 
the active stand immediately following the one rolling 
stand from which said thickness difference was deter 
mined, said active stand immediately following said one 
rolling stand being adjusted by an amount required to 
completely compensate for the calculated difference in 
thickness. 

9. A method of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stand according to claim 8 wherein 
the alterations in per unit drafts required to compen 
sate for said difference are calculated in the computer 
using both coarse and vernier iterative loops. 

10. A method of threading sheet material'through a 
plurality of tandem stands of a rolling mill wherein the 
roll opening and per unit draft values of each stand ini 
tially are chosen to obtain a desired cumulative thick 
ness reduction in the material as the material passes 
through the mill wherein said per unit draft of a stand 
is the difference between input and output thicknesses 
divided by the input thickness, said method comprising 
measuring the roll force as each active stand is 
threaded and using the known relationship between roll 
force and thickness reduction in a stand to electrically 
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12 
calculate the difference between the measured thick 
ness of sheet material from the stand, thus determined, 
and the predetermined output thickness to be pro 
duced from the stand by the chosen per unit draft, elec 
trically calculating the percentage change in per unit 
draft required for adjustment of all active downstream 
stands to compensate for a detected thickness devia 
tion and adjusting the roll openings of the active down 
stream stands by the percentage change in per unit 
draft required to obtain the desired cumulative thick 
ness reduction in the material without substantially al 
tering the relative drafting pattern of the downstream 
stands. 

11. A method of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stands according to claim 10 
wherein the amount of roll opening alteration is calcu 
lated in a computer in an iterative fashion by solving 
the equation 

wherein: 
P1, P2 . . P" are the per unit drafts at active stands 1, 
2 and n, respectively, for this pass through adaptive 
thread; i . 

dPl is the measured change in the per unit draft of the 
first active stand for this pass through adaptive 
thread (an unexpected disturbance); 

dPz . . . dPn are the changes in'the per unit drafts of 
the active stands downstream from active stand 1 
required to compensate for dPl; 

H0 is the output thickness of the material from the 
mill; and, ' 

H1 is the input thickness of the material to the first 
active stand for this pass through adaptive thread; 

12.‘ A method of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stands according to claim 11 
wherein one said downstream stand is a closure stand, 
said closure stand being adjusted by an amount re 
quired to produce a complete correction for said de 
tected deviation, the remaining stands of said mill being 
adjusted by the calculated percentage of per unit draft. 

13. A method of threading sheet material through a 
plurality of tandem stands of a rolling mill wherein the 
roll opening of each stand is set at a chosen value of per 
unit draft to obtain a desired cumulative thickness re 
duction in the material as the material passes through 
the mill wherein said per unit draft of a stand is the dif 
ference between input and output thicknesses divided 
by the input thickness, said method comprising detect 
ing deviations in the per unit draft of one said stand rel 
ative to the predetermined value of per unit draft for 
said stand and adjusting the per unit draft of the active 
downstream stands by amounts proportional to the pre 
determined value of per unit drafts for the respective 
stands to compensate for the detected deviation in per 
unit draft of said one stand without substantially alter 
ing the relative values of per unit draft at the down 
stream stands. 

14. A method of rolling sheet material through a plu 
rality of tandem stands according to claim 13 wherein 
the adjustment of per unit drafts is calculated in a com 
puter in iterative fashion by solving the equation 

ii 
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P1, P2 . . P" are the per unit drafts at active stands 1, 
2 and n, respectively, for this pass through adaptive 
thread; 

dPl is the measured change in the per unit draft of 
said ?rst active stand for this pass through adaptive 
thread (an unexpected disturbance); 

dP2 . . . dP,l are the changes in the per unit drafts of 
the active stands downstream from said ?rst active 
stand required to compensate for dPl; 

H0 is the output thickness of the material from the 
mill; and,' 

HI is the input thickness of the material to the first 
active stand for this pass through adaptive thread. 

15. A method of rolling sheet material through a plu 
rali!y.9f._!aad§m§ta9é§ acsotding t9 slaim Hit/herein 
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14 
one downstream stand is a closure stand, said closure 
stand being adjusted by an amount required to produce 
a complete correction for said detected deviation in per 
unit draft from said one stand, the remaining active 
stands in said mill downstream from said closure stand 
being adjusted by the calculated percentage of per unit 
draft. 

16. A method of rolling sheet material through a plu 
rality of tandem stands according to claim 15 wherein 
the per unit draft deviation is determined by measuring 
roll force to determine the actual thickness of the mate 
rial exiting each active stand of the mill at the moment 
ofthreading 

a 

17. A method of rolling sheet material through a plu 
rality of tandem stands according to claim It] wherein 
the output thickness deviation is determined from the 
speed limited value of the material thickness in the first 
speedlimitedsstaniQfthe mill-t ' ‘ ' " 
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